Auto Cable Feed Models

Auto Cable Feed

Advances and retrieves cable with the push of a lever

- Cable guides keep hands off rotating cable for added safety
- More user-friendly for contractors and homeowners alike
- Open cages for quick cable inspection and cleaning

Electric Eel

Drain Cleaning Tools for Professionals
**Auto Cable Feed Models**

**Model RF** (Standard Kit # RFK-3/4IC100)
- Cleans 3” - 6” Dia. Lines up to 100 Ft.
- Runs 5/8” and 3/4” Dia. Tri-Max Cable, The Strongest Cable on the Market.
- 2-Way Auto Cable Feed Advances and Retrieves Cable with the Push of a Lever.
- Cable Guide Spring Keeps Hands Off Rotating Cable for Added Safety.
- Open Cage for Quick Cable Inspection and Cleaning.
- Snap-Lock Couplings (The Same Used on the Model C and Standard Model R) Hold Tools Firmly in Place – No Screws to Come Loose or Rust.

**Model CT** (Standard Kit # CT5/16EIC35-AF)
- Cleans 3/4” - 2¼” Lines Up to 50 Ft.
- Runs 1/4”, 5/16”and 3/8” Cable.
- Auto Cable Feed.
- Unique Variable Speed Motor Feature Gives Operator Maximum Control.
- Cable Guide Hose Keeps Hands Off Rotating Cable and Work Area Clean.
- Well Balanced Steel Tubular Frame Allows for 2-Position Operation.
- 5/16” x 35 Ft. EIC Cable Standard.

**Model Z5-AF** (Standard Kit # Z5K-1/2IC75-AF)
- Cleans 1¼” - 3” Lines Up to 75 Ft.
- Runs 1/2” Galvanized Aircraft Wire Inner Core Cable.
- 2-Way Auto Cable Feed Advances and Retrieves Cable with the Push of a Lever.
- Cable Guide Spring Keeps Hands Off Rotating Cable and Work Area Clean.
- Open Cage for Quick Cable Inspection and Cleaning.
- Steel Guide Tube/Inner Drum.
- Upright Frame on Large 10” Wheels with Folding Handle.
- 1/2” x 75 Ft. Cable Standard.

**Model E-AF** (Standard Kit # EK-R-1/2IC50-AF)
- Cleans 1¼” - 3” Lines Up to 50 Ft.
- Runs 3/8”and 1/2” Dia. Cable.
- 2-Way Auto Cable Feed Advances and Retrieves Cable with the Push of a Lever.
- Cable Guide Spring Keeps Hands Off Rotating Cable and Work Area Clean.
- Inner Drum Eliminates Cable Buckling in Cage.
- Built-in Drum Shaft Slip Clutch.
- Steel Guide Tube/Inner Drum.
- 1/2” x 50 Ft. Cable Standard.

All Auto Cable Feed Models Have the Same High Quality and Dependable Safety That Make Electric Eel Your Superior Source For Industry Leading Drain Cleaning Tools and Service/Support.

Cable Guides Keep Hands Off Rotating Cable For Added Safety.

More User-Friendly For Contractors and Homeowners Alike.

Open Cages (Except Model CT) For Quick Cable Inspection and Cleaning.

For More Information, Call 800-833-1212 or Visit Our Web Site at www.electriceel.com

Note: Always refer to operator’s manual and safety instructions before operating any drain and sewer cleaning equipment.
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